Rx motorcycle

When it comes to custom prescription sunglasses for bikers, Bikershades. Bikershades has
been the trusted source of custom Rx Biker glasses since And we do it right. Probably the most
complicated part of buying prescription biker glasses is finding a pair of shades that fit. But not
to worry, Bikershades is the expert when it comes to fitting frames. Unlike daily casual glasses,
riding glasses fit according to your head or helmet size. Another important feature is how your
nose is shaped. Is your nose smaller, larger, or average? Is your nose lower, higher or flatter?
So, the combination of helmet size and nose shape will be very helpful. With Try Before Before
You Buy, simply answer a few questions about your head size and nose size; as well as frame
preferences. Each Try Before you Buy requires a fully refundable deposit. It takes us 24 â€” 48
hours to prepare your order, and FedEx guarantees delivery in 1 â€” 2 days. We also provide a
return shipping label. Keep the frames for up to 5 days to decide which one fits you best.
Imagine the time and gas you save with our Try Before You Buy program. Plus, shipping the
completed frames and lenses back to you is FREE! For best results, we recommend your
prescription is not more than 1 year old. Your eyes are constantly changing, and it is best to
invest in a new prescription. A new prescription is always worth the investment of the eye exam.
Bikershades makes it a priority to always offer the latest prescription lens technology.
Bikershades also pledges to sell only the features and upgrades that will benefit the patient. We
make all Progressive lenses with Digital Lens Technology. If you need progressive lenses, make
sure to take a look at our new Digital Sport Progressive Lenses which are designed to optimize
vision from 2 to 3 feet and beyond. That way you can see your instrument panel and the area
directly in front of your wheel. The Vantage polarizes while it darkens. So if you are sensitive to
glare from mirrors, bumpers, windows or water, polarized lenses are an excellent choice for
you. In order to block out wind, sun and debris from all angles, it is necessary to wear
motorcycle glasses with a frame. These wrap frames feature a base 8 to base 10 curvature lens
compared to a base 2 or base 4 curvature lens for casual daily glasses. High wrap frames
require special machinery such as sophisticated MEI Edgers to cut the lenses. Most
optometrists and optical shops do not service wrap frames because they lack the expertise and
correct machinery to cut the lenses. Flat lenses for casual frames are simple to cut. High wrap
lenses are more complex and require years of specialized training. A rule of thumb for cutting
lenses for wrap frames to remember is: the stronger your prescription, the more limitations you
will encounter. Higher power lenses are thicker, and your field of vision will decrease if the lab
uses the incorrect lens technology. The opticians at Bikershades. We know when to use Digital
Lenses, when to recommend high index lenses, and which frames to use. The Wiley X foam is
soft and is a spongy porous material. Most frames are Medium to Large. There are a couple of
styles for Smaller heads. The foam is a thick waterproof foam and designed to minimize skin
irritation. The foam is not removable in most styles, except for the Marauder and the Monster.
Just pop out the lenses. The foam is also waterproof. The 7eye foam creates a deeper chamber
between the eye and lens. So, if you have long eyelashes, 7eye is a great choice. SHOP 7eye.
Got Your Own Frames? Bikershades Specializes in Wrap Frames Designed for Motorcycle
Riding In order to block out wind, sun and debris from all angles, it is necessary to wear
motorcycle glasses with a frame. Sweatproof Foam Cushion. Layered Foam Cushion. Sweat
Proof Foam Cushion. These high definition Rx lenses provide a wider field of vision and
eliminate the peripheral distortion referred to as a Fishbowl Effect. Special edgers are used to
place a shelf bevel on the back of lenses that have a removable foam eye seal. This insures the
eye seal will fit flush with the frame, and prevent air from rushing in. Lens surfacing and edging
shaping to fit in the frame are both extremely advanced technologies, yet pricing is still
extremely competitive. Progressive prescription lenses are available on all of these Rx-able
motorcycle glasses. We will send you a pair of glasses to try on along with instructions that will
help us calculate the exact height of your eyes in these lenses. Not sure where to start? See our
Non-Rx Motorcycle Sunglasses. Removable foam or rubber padding in these motorcycle
glasses allows you to convert these to regular sunglasses when wind protection is not required.
Sweaty or worn eye seals can also be easily replaced. Prescription Motorcycle Sunglasses.
Gender Male Female Unisex. Frame Type Goggles Full Rim. Frame Material Nylon. Category
Sunglasses. Most Popular Prescription Motorcycle Sunglasses. Prescription Motorcycle
Goggles. Prescription Motorcycle Sunglasses for Women. JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. When it comes to buying motorcycle sunglasses online or in a shop, you want to
focus on protection without abandoning style. Luckily, there are tons of options to choose from,
even for prescription-wearers! Stick with us as we cover our best prescription motorcycle
sunglasses of the year. What to Look for in Motorcycle Sunglasses 2. Best Prescription
Motorcycle Sunglasses of 2. Wiley X Boss 2. Oakley Double Edge 2. Wiley X Breach 2. Oakley
Gascan 2. Ray-Ban Daddy-O 2. Wiley X Gravity 2. Wiley X P 3. Best Motorcycle Sunglasses of

Without further ado, check out our best prescription motorcycle sunglasses chosen by our
expert, in-house, sport opticians. It has interchangeable lenses to give you the flexibility you
need on different days and a full wrap for great coverage. They come with a patented AirShield
that keeps your eyes hydrated and virtually eliminates the negative effects of wind, dust, pollen,
and other airborne irritants. From their color and contrast enhancing Captivate lens technology,
to their anti-fog system, and even their safety-rated features, the Breach provides clear, vivid,
protected vision. The Panhead also has a vented inner frame to prevent fogging and fully
adjustable temple arms for maximum comfort. The Oakley Gascan has been a staple for years.
With O-Matter frame material these frames are lightweight and durable giving you all day
comfort on the road. The high wrap of the Gascan delivers a superior peripheral field of vision.
The Ray-Ban Daddy-O is a super durable frame. The high wrap gives you great wind protection
and coverage as you joy ride through the mountain roads. Great for both on and off the bike, the
Daddy-O is sure to bring style everywhere you go. The Wiley X P is for those who love the
semi-rimless look while riding. That wraps up our list, but you can continue scrolling for our list
if you want a peek at even more cool frames we love. The brand that stands out, Wiley X brings
good old-fashioned American craftsmanship to optics, supplying riders like you with
dependable sunglasses from sunup to sundown. New to Wiley X? Test ride a pair and see why
Wiley X makes the best safety eyewear on the planet. Features a T-Peg strap for converting the
Gravity into sleek goggles. The Boss brings the best of Wiley X in a stylish frame designed for
every occasion. Hop on your bike and tour the road before making a pit stop in the Boss without
skipping a beat. Take charge in confidence and style. Built tough, for on the job safety, ride hard
with the protection you can count on. The Sleek is another impressive style by Wiley X that
promises style and safety all wrapped up into one. Ride with confidence in the Wiley X Sleek.
The P is another Wiley X staple that has stood the test of time. The Bobster name has been a
fixture in the eyewear industry for years as a reliable source of sunglasses for bikers at an
incredibly affordable price. Check out the time-tested styles Bobster has to offer. Bobster
Cruiser in Black with Smoke Lenses. The Cruiser brings the iconic look of bikers to you at an
affordable price. The Cruiser features dual ventilation slits and anti-fog coating to keep your
vision clear. Bobster Desperado in Black with Smoked Lenses. Dress up in the best of Bobster
with the Desperado. Vented lenses offer better anti-fog protection, while rubberized nose pads
give you added grip even on the hottest rides when you just need to go. Made to fit a medium to
large face, the Desperado lets you do what you want in style. Bobster Echo in Black with
Smoked Lenses. The Echo is another solid frame in the Bobster lineup. Ride hard and then
remove the foam from the sunglasses for a style you can commit to. The Echo also features an
anti-fog coating and is for a small to medium fit. The Bobster Echo makes a great addition to
your eyewear lineup! From Bobster shades to motorcycle goggles, the Gunner brings versatility
to sunglasses for every occasion. The Gunner also features anti-fog coating and removable face
foam for a closer fit. The last of Bobster, the Bugeye II is the evolution of the original Bugeye for
an updated design that still brings the protection you need. Made for a medium to large face, the
Bugeye II also features an anti-fog coating and open cell foam for a comfortable fit. Ride with
Bobster. Need prescription motorcycle sunglasses? An answer to all your questions is at your
fingertips, and if you want to chat with an expert, Contact Us. Ditch risky online shopping with
the See Better Guarantee. Try your sunglasses for 45 days. Get a full refund, exchange, or credit
towards a better pair. And return shipping? Get your pair of prescription motorcycle sunglasses
at SportRx today! Best Prescription Motorcycle Sunglasses. Best Prescription Motorcycle
Sunglasses 1. Oakley Double Edge in Matte Black. Wiley X Breach in Kryptek Typhon. Leave a
Reply Name. Leave a comment. SPY Marauder Review. The Top 5 Oakley Golf Sunglasses of
Blog Categories. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on
our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Speed down the highway while wearing
motorcycle sunglasses or motorcycle goggles fit for any bike, complements of SportRx. Shop
the wide variety of motorcycle sunglasses and motorcycle goggles online and you'll get just
what you're looking for to accompany your rides down the highway. Check out our blog for a
full guide on what to look for in the best motorcycle sunglasses or prescription motorcycle
sunglasses. Need a new pair of prescription motorcycle sunglasses or motorcycle goggles so
your have the best vision possible out on the road? Our sports opticians can fit any
prescription in virtually any frame and will gladly custom-tailor your new mo
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torcycle glasses for your specific vision and riding needs. We're experts in all things
prescription sunglasses, and motorcycle sunglasses are no exception. Shop our collection of

motorcycle sunglasses online at SportRx or call one of our friendly opticians , so you can get
everything you wanted and more out of your SportRx purchase. Take 45 days with your new
motorcycle sunglasses or goggles. We got it covered both ways. Promo Details. Code: FEB
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